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The rapid growth of economy speeds up the products’ updating and makes the 
product life cycle shorter and shorter. More and more products become with the 
characteristics of high demand uncertainties, long producing lead-times, short selling 
period and low salvage value. This kind of products is called perishable goods. How 
to face the uncertain demand in the highly competitive market becomes a main 
problem in the research of perishable goods supply chain. Bringing option theory 
into the design of flexible contract in perishable goods supply chain can increase the 
company’s ability to control the market demand uncertainty, while enhancing the 
supply chain’s efficacy. 
This paper explores the application of option theory in flexible contract of 
perishable goods supply chain, under the nested-option, develops a flexible contract 
with call option, a flexible contract with bidirectional option in a single 
manufacturer-retailer two-stage supply chain. Furthermore, combines the buy-back 
contract with option contract, establishes a new kind of buy-back contract with 
option. Based on these, introduces option trading into option contract in perishable 
goods supply chain, and researches on the flexible contract when independent option 
exists in it, which extends the research range of flexible contract in perishable goods 
supply chain. At last, proposes that manufacturer also participates in the option 
trading, so, the supply chain’s option trading completely becomes market-oriented. 
Then, do the qualitative analysis of the supply chain contract’s evolution under this 
condition. 
Through the research of different models of option contract, this paper obtains 
the manufacturer and retailer’s optimal decisions under different contracts, and 
makes comparative analysis of the decisions to find the influences of the contracts’ 
types. The results show that option contract can increase the retailer’s expected total 















coordination by establishing reasonable contract parameters. The manufacturer’s 
optimal production decision is unrelated with the types of the option contract. When 
the independent option exists, the retailer’s expected total order quantity, the income 
of the supply chain members and the income of the supply chain itself will increase. 
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分别下滑 30%和 69%，全年利润同比下降 37.8%；索尼爱立信 2008 年出现了 5
年时间内的第一次净亏损，亏损额达到 2500 万欧元，并且裁员 2000 人；摩托

















































































































（Buy Back Contract）、收益共享契约（Revenue Sharing Contract）、数量弹性契
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